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Detailed structure and dynamics in particle-in-cell simulations
of the lunar wake
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United Kingdom

~Received 24 April 2001; accepted 6 July 2001!

The solar wind plasma from the Sun interacts with the Moon, generating a wake structure behind it,
since the Moon is to a good approximation an insulator, has no intrinsic magnetic field and a very

thin atmosphere. The lunar wake in simplified geometry has been simulated via a 11
2D

electromagnetic particle-in-cell code, with high resolution in order to resolve the full phase space
dynamics of both electrons and ions. The simulation begins immediately downstream of the moon,
before the solar wind has infilled the wake region, then evolves in the solar wind rest frame. An
ambipolar electric field and a potential well are generated by the electrons, which subsequently
create a counter-streaming beam distribution, causing a two-stream instability which confines the
electrons. This also creates a number of electron phase space holes. Ion beams are accelerated into
the wake by the ambipolar electric field, generating a two-stream distribution with phase space
mixing that is strongly influenced by the potentials created by the electron two-stream instability.
The simulations compare favorably with WIND observations. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1398570#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A wake structure is formed as the solar wind flows p
the Moon. The Moon is to a good approximation an insu
tor, has no intrinsic magnetic field and a very thin atm
sphere. Measurements by Lunar Prospector1 and magnetohy-
drodynamic simulations2 of the magnetic fields on the Moo
indicate a typical scale height of 100 km for miniature ma
netospheres around the magnetic anomalies~these crustal
remnant fields will be neglected here!. This results in the
Moon being a sink for solar wind particles that collide wi
it. Directly behind the Moon, there will therefore be a void
which no solar wind particles are present. As the solar w
continues beyond the Moon, this wake is filled in.

Explorer 35 and the Apollo sub-satellites made the fi
measurements of the lunar wake, albeit with very low re
lution. They were able, however, to detect a significa
depletion in density behind the Moon. The WIND spacecr
used the Moon for a gravitational assist on 27 Decem
1994, passing at a distance of 6.5 lunar radii (RL), through
the lunar wake. With all its instruments switched on, a sl
of the structure of the lunar wake was obtained. These
servations showed significant ion and electron depletio
rarefaction waves traveling away from the wake, increa
electron temperatures, constant ion temperatures, cou
streaming ion beams, an increase in magnetic field stre
and a number of electromagnetic and electrostatic waves3–10

Analytical descriptions of the processes involved in fi
ing the lunar wake have been considered.3,8,11Ogilvie et al.3

detected the counter-streaming beam distribution, creatin
two-stream instability. Farrellet al.8 then analytically consid-
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ered a two-stream ion distribution with a background of el
trons as the process by which the wake is replenished.

Simulations of this nature have previously been und
taken.12–14 Intriguingly, whereas Farrellet al.12 find that the
ion dynamics dominate the interaction, the higher ph
space resolutions of Birch and Chapman13,14 established that
the electron dynamics dominate the evolution of the wake
this paper we present new results from these simulatio
including detailed particle density and electric field descr
tions, a comprehensive analysis of the electron instabili
occurring in the wake, and a detailed description of the str
ture and dynamics of electron phase space holes generat
the wake that are not found in previous simulations.

II. THE PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATION

The simulation was performed using a self consiste

fully relativistic, collisionless 112D particle-in-cell ~PIC!
code. In these simulations, the ion and electron distribut
functions are represented by a collection of ‘‘superparticle
These ‘‘superparticles,’’ along with the electric and magne
fields, can exhibit both full ion and electron kinetics. Th
velocities of the ‘‘superparticles’’ and the fields have vec
components in three dimensions and all quantities depen
one spatial coordinate,Y, and time. Since“•B50, the com-
ponent ofB along the simulation is constant, but given th
restriction, the simulation is fully electromagnetic. The pha
space resolution of the simulation scales as;An, wheren is
the number of particles per cell. As in Birch and Chapman13

;2500 particles per cell were used, compared with;80
particles per cell used by Farrellet al.12

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the simulation. T
simulation box begins directly behind the Moon, perpendic
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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lar to the solar wind flow~the 2X direction! and parallel to
the Interplanetary Magnetic Field~IMF! ~the Y direction!. A
higher dimensional simulation would be required to descr
the lunar wake when the IMF is at oblique angles, and b
flows other than in the solar wind flow direction, as the sim
lation is performed in the rest frame of the solar wind with
zero convection electric field. The IMF will pass almost u
altered through the Moon since the Moon can be assume
be a perfect insulator and therefore no currents can flow
change the field. The simulation begins with a void in
otherwise Maxwellian distribution of ions and electro
which mimics the removal of solar wind particles by th
Moon. Full shadowing is appropriate since the electron a
ion gyroradii ~1.2 km and 47 km, respectively! are signifi-
cantly smaller than one lunar radius (;1738 km). As the
simulation box moves with the solar wind, the simulation r
time can be equated to a distance behind the moon, e
tively building up a 2D picture of the wake, provided th
IMF and solar wind flow remain constant.

An ion to electron mass ratio of 20 has been chosen
order to evolve both ion and electron dynamics. This alt
the simulation’s ion plasma frequency and ion thermal vel
ity to be

vpi5S nie
2

20me«0
D 1/2

5
vpe

A20
, ~1!

v thi5S kBTi

20me
D 1/2

5
v the

A20
, ~2!

sinceTe5Ti andne5ni . Since the actual solar wind veloc
ity is 25 times the ion thermal velocityv thi , the simulation
also requires this relationship. Thus, the distance behind
moon is given by,X5Vconvt, whereVconv525v thi and t is
measured in plasma periods,vpe

21 . This is equivalent toX
50.274RLt wheret is in plasma periods andRL is the radius
of the moon, i.e., half the width of the void. In reality,v the

.Vconv.v thi ; this may affect the magnitude of the potent
and effectively rescalesX5Vconvt.

The simulation run time is limited by the length of th
simulation box. If a wake related structure passes over
boundary and interacts with other structures moving in
opposite direction, the simulation must be terminated si
this introduces an unphysical distribution. In these simu

FIG. 1. Simulation geometry.
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tions a 2048 grid cell simulation box has been used~grid
cell5Debye length,lD! which equates to68RL on either
side of a 256lD initial void. An initial void of 128lD has also
been simulated to verify that structures found are not a re
of the choice of the size of the initial void.

III. RESULTS OF THE SIMULATIONS

We begin by discussing the structures and instabilit
found and comparing them with theoretical predictions a
other simulations. The results will then be compared to
WIND observations at 6.5RL .

A. Particle densities

The density profiles along the simulation box@Y(RL)#
are plotted on a color plot at regular intervals@alongX(RL)#,
with color representing density. Figure 2~a! shows the evo-
lution of the electron density over the entire simulation.

The first structure to evolve is the rarefaction wave tra
eling away from the wake at the ion sound speed,CS . This is
due to the electrons moving into the wake, and more e
trons from the undisturbed plasma filling the space th
leave. Ogilvieet al.3 used analytic solutions of plasma e
pansion into a vacuum and showed that in such a ste
density of a plasma, fromN0 to a vacuum atx50 and t
50, the expression for particle densities at later times alo
x are given by the following:

Ns5N0 expF2S S x

CSt D11D G , ~3!

whereNs is the density of particle speciess, N0 is the am-
bient solar wind density andCS is the ion sound speed:

CS5S kBTe

mi
D 1/2

, ~4!

whereTe is the electron temperature andmi is the ion mass.
These equations describe a rarefaction wave traveling a
from the density step (x50) in the2x direction~away from
the wake! at the ion sound speed and an exponential decre
in density in the1x direction~into the wake!. In the electron
density plot @Fig. 2~a!#, the rarefaction wave is approxi
mately where the density has dropped to 4 cm23.

Initially, the ions behave similarly to the electrons. Fi
ure 2~b! shows the evolution of the ion density over th
entire simulation. Again, there is a rarefaction wave in t
ion density. This wave can be seen to be coincident with
electron rarefaction wave, and therefore also traveling at
ion sound speed in agreement with the above equations
taking the electron density away from the ion density at
points in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, a charge density plot can b
produced@Fig. 2~c!#.

Farther behind the Moon, once a sufficient number
electrons have entered the wake, more structures begi
appear. After2X(RL)'10RL enhancements of the electro
density and ion density in the central wake region can
seen. These are due to the electrons and ions streaming
the wake and setting up a counter-streaming beam distr
tion. Such a distribution is unstable and subsequently a t
stream instability grows. This instability is discussed in mo
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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FIG. 2. ~Color! The distance along the simulation boxY(RL) against time~equated to the distance behind the Moon! X(RL) showing~a! electron density
evolution (cm23); ~b! ion density evolution (cm23); ~c! charge density evolution (e/cm3); ~d! electric field magnitude evolution (uEu/V m21). The simulation
box extends to68RL . The ambient solar wind electron and ion densities are 5 cm23.
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detail in Sec. III D. The obvious density enhanceme
emerging from this region are due to the electrons be
trapped by electric potentials generated by the instabi
Narrower density enhancements are also generated by
two-stream instability. In these structures, the electron d
sity forms a double peaked structure about a single pea
the ion density. From Fig. 2~c!, the charge density plot, it ca
be seen that this is the main deviation from quasineutralit
the simulations. These are electron phase space h
coupled with propagating ion structures which we will s
are ion acoustic solitons and are examined in more deta
Sec. III E.

The majority of the structures associated with the lu
wake are confined to within the rarefaction wave. Some e
tron phase space holes, however, are accelerated abov
ion sound speed and overtake the rarefaction wave. The o
detectable structures again occur after2X(RL)'10RL , gen-
erally just outside the wake. These are slight fluctuations
the electron density, traveling away from the wake at velo
ties between;1.8v the and;3.4v the . They are caused by th
most energetic electrons which have traveled right across
wake and out on the other side, setting up a bump-on
distribution. This distribution is unstable and again, an ins
bility is grown, resulting in these electron density fluctu
tions. This is an example of the electron bump-on-tail ins
bility and is discussed further in Sec. III F.

Comparing these density plots with those produced
the simulations with an initial void 128lD wide shows very
little difference. The main difference is the distance betwe
the double electron density peaks. They appear wider tha
the 256lD simulations, however, they are actually simil
sizes in Debye lengths~not shown here!.

The simulations by Farrellet al.12 display some similari-
ties with these higher resolution simulations. Rarefact
waves and a two-stream instability occur, which shall be d
cussed further in Sec. III D. No electron phase space h
are simulated nor is the bump-on-tail instability detected

B. Electric fields and potentials

Figure 2~d! shows the magnitude of the electric field o
the sameX, Y scale as Fig. 2~c!. The first electric field struc-
ture to appear is the ambipolar electric field. Significant
creases in the electric field magnitude can be seen
Y(RL)561RL . The electric fields at these points are d
rected into the wake. Since the electrons have a higher t
mal velocity than the ions~Te5Ti and me,mi! they move
into the wake first, setting up the electric fields pointing in
the wake. These fields then accelerate the ions into the w
These initial charge separations can also be seen at the
ginning of the charge density plot.

Figure 3 shows the electric potential calculated at regu
intervals from the electric field data. The ambipolar elect
field generates the drop in electric potential. This eventu
disappears as the ions are accelerated to cancel the c
separation developed by the electrons. The average ele
field magnitude decreases back to almost zero, after w
the two-stream instability begins to grow.

The two-stream instability produces a number of pe
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in the electric potential. These peaks are associated with
bipolar electric field structures, which appear as dou
peaked structures in the electric field magnitude plot@Fig.
2~d!#. Electrons are trapped in these electric potential pea
oscillating back and forth. Some of these peaks evolve
become electron phase space holes and move out of
wake, coinciding with the double electron density peak ab
a single ion peak.

The electric potential peak which grows wider as t
simulation evolves, remains nearer the center of the wa
This still has electrons oscillating back and forth as they
confined within the peak. In Fig. 2~a!, the electron density
plot, oscillating density perturbations can be detected
these regions. The electric potential peak becomes wide
more particles move in from outside the wake. It is the
structures that will ultimately coalesce to fill the wake.

C. Ion and electron phase space

Figures 4 and 5 show the phase spaces~Y, vY! for the
electrons and ions, respectively. Note the different veloc
scales on both figures; as described earlier, the ion ther
velocity is less than the electron thermal velocity (v the

5A20v thi).
Initially, the distributions are Maxwellian with a gap a

Y5@21,1#RL . This void mimics the removal of the sola
wind particles by the Moon. In the second phase space
(t511.1vpe

21⇒3.0RL), the electrons have begun to mov
into the wake, followed by the ions. Notice that the ions ha
been accelerated as they move into the wake. This is du
the ambipolar electric field described earlier. The electro
continue their thermal expansion into the void, setting
counter-streaming electron beams, as seen in the fo
phase space plot (t533.3vpe

21⇒9.0RL). Now the distribu-
tion is unstable and the two-stream instability grows. T
first signs of the instability in ion and electron phase spa
can be seen in the fifth plot (t544.4vpe

21⇒12.0RL). At Y
520.25RL there is a slight kink in the phase space of t
ion beam traveling in the2Y direction. This is a direct con-
sequence of a peak in the electric potential generated by
two-stream instability. In the next phase space plott
555.5vpe

21⇒15.0RL), more disturbances in the phase spac

FIG. 3. Electric potentials (V), beginning at 6.9vpe
21⇒1.9RL ; then every

13.8vpe
21⇒3.8RL .
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of the ion beams indicate more disruption by the two-stre
instability. Now the disturbances can easily be seen in
equivalent electron phase space plot. There clearly has
a phase space vortex generated atY510.25RL . This is one

FIG. 4. Electron phase space evolution@Y(RL) againstvY#, beginning at
0vpe

21⇒0RL ; then every 11.1vpe
21⇒3.0RL .

FIG. 5. Ion phase space evolution@Y(RL) against vY#, beginning at
0vpe

21⇒0RL , then every 11.1vpe
21⇒3.0RL .
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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of the electron phase space holes and its associated p
gating ion structure, seen in the ion phase space as a b
on the otherwise smooth beam. In the electron phase s
plots 6 through 10, this and other electron phase space h
can be seen to travel in both directions alongY at various
velocities. Their associated ion structures can also be trac
in the same way. One such electron hole has been indic
in Fig. 4, having carefully followed it with other phase spa
plots.

D. Two-stream instability in the central wake region

As described in previous sections, the counter-stream
particles set up a two-stream instability, which ultimate
causes the wake to fill in. In this section, this instability
studied in more detail.

Given a distribution of two electron beams traveling
6V0 and two ion beams also traveling at6V0 , the linear
dispersion relation is

vbe
2

~v2kV0!2 1
vbe

2

~v1kV0!2 1
vbi

2

~v2kV0!2 1
vbi

2

~v1kV0!2 51,

~5!

wherevbe is the electron beam plasma frequency,vbi is the
ion beam plasma frequency. This gives an expression for
frequency

v25k2V0
21~vbe

2 1vbi
2 !

6Avbe
2 1vbi

2 Avbe
2 1vbi

2 14k2V0
2. ~6!

The wavenumber of the fastest growing wave mode of
two-stream instability can be determined by considering

]g

]k
50⇒k5

)Avbe
2 1vbi

2

2V0
, ~7!

at which the growth rate is

gmax5
Avbe

2 1vbi
2

2
. ~8!

By estimating the electron and ion densities from t
particle density plots@Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!# to be a third of the
ambient solar wind density, an estimate for the maxim
growth rate can be found,

vbe'
vpe

)
, ~9!

vbi'
vpi

)
5

vpe

A60
, ~10!

gmax'
vpe

2
A1

3
1

1

60
'0.3vpe . ~11!

The growth rate can be measured by summing theE2 in
the region of interest and taking the natural logarithm. Fig
6 shows the result of this calculation over the first;73vpe

21

of the simulation. The dotted line shows the estimated ma
mum growth rate, which follows the increase in ln((E2)
quite closely. The initial increase in ln((E2) is due to the
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ambipolar electric field. If the counter-streaming ion bea
were absent, the growth rate would be adjusted togmax

'0.29vpe whereas if the electrons were absent, the grow
rate would becomegmax'0.06vpe . This implies that the
phase space mixing is largely controlled by the unstable
tribution of counter-streaming electron beams, rather t
counter-streaming ion beams. This is contrary to the im
cations by Farrellet al.8,12 who suggest that the counte
streaming ion beams are the cause of the electrostatic in
bility in the wake.

The generation of the two-stream instability produc
some waves which travel away from the wake. The num
of the fastest growing two-stream wave mode@Eq. ~7!# can
be substituted in the dispersion relation@Eq. ~6!# to obtain
the frequency and thus the velocity of this wave mode:

v ts5
A15Avbe

2 1vbi
2

2
, ~12!

v ts

k
5A5V0 . ~13!

By estimating the velocity of the counter-streaming ele
tron beams, an estimate for the velocity of these wave ca
obtained. Looking at the electron phase space plots,V0

'2v the'1.83106 ms21⇒v ts /k'43106 ms21. Figure 7
shows a region outside the wake where slight increase
electric field strength were found. The electric field mag
tude is plotted on a log scale to highlight these fluctuatio
The two black lines begin approximately where the tw
stream instability begins to develop, and travel alongY at
velocities 4.23106 ms21 and 2.03106 ms21. Notice that the
electric field fluctuations begin along the fastest black li
This implies that the fluctuations are in some way related
the growth of the electron two-stream instability in the wak
There is more structure in these fluctuations than can be
tributed to the two-stream instability, and this matter shall
revisited in Sec. III F.

FIG. 6. ln((EY
2) plotted against time~equated to the distance behind th

moon! X(RL) for the region of the simulation boxY5@20.5,0.5#RL . The
dotted line represents the estimated maximum growth rate for this
stream instability.
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E. Electron phase space holes

As described earlier@see Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#, double
peaked electron enhancements about a single ion peak
seen to travel away from the wake at a variety of velociti
This deviation from quasineutrality is revealed in the cha
density plot@Fig. 2~c!# and can also be detected in the ele
tric field plot @Fig. 2~d!#. Figure 8 shows a small region o
the density and electric field plots where two electron ph
space holes with different velocities pass almost unalte
through each other. By following the trajectory of the ele
tron holes, their characteristics can be measured dire
from the simulation data. The width is the distance betwe
the peaks in the electric field magnitude. The density is
average electron density in a section of fixed length, ab
the center of the electron hole. The amplitude is the heigh
the electric potential peak formed by the electron hole. F
ure 9 shows the characteristics plotted against time.

The velocity of this electron phase space hole increa
as the simulation evolves. The method of measuring the
locity results in quite a noisy time series. Note the partic
larly noisy region at aboutX5243RL . At this time, the
electron hole caught up with and passed another elec
hole. The width of this electron phase space hole rema
almost constant~disregarding the noise and the interacti
with the other electron hole!. The density around the electro
hole, however, clearly increases with time. The electron h
passes the rarefaction wave at aboutX5240RL . Since the
ambient electron solar wind density is at 5 cm23, the density
around the electron hole should level off there. This do
happen in some of the other electron holes, but the one u
analysis just reaches the ambient solar wind when the si
lation is stopped. The amplitude of the electron phase sp
hole clearly decreases as the simulation evolves. AtX
5243RL , when the two electron holes pass, the amplitu
here will be the sum of the amplitudes. The top of the peak
amplitude is at the time when the electron holes coincide

o-

FIG. 7. Electric field evolution on a log scale (V m21) shows the distance
along the simulation boxY(RL) against time~equated to the distance behin
the Moon! X(RL). The two black lines represent a point alongY, beginning
from where the electron two-stream instability begins to grow, traveling
velocities 4.23106 ms21 and 2.03106 ms21.
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FIG. 8. Electron density, ion density, charge dens
and electric field magnitude showing two electro
phase space holes passing through each other.
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To determine the relationships between these chara
istics of the electron phase space hole, they are plo
against each other on a log–log plot~Fig. 10!. Many of the
points are due to the interaction with the other electron h
but by considering Fig. 9, the approximate positions of th
can be determined. By disregarding these points, definite
lationships between the characteristics can be found.

From Fig. 10~a!, vY}re
a wherea'2.9. The other elec-

tron phase space holes exhibit similar velocity–density re
tionships, givingvY}̃re

3 . All of the other electron phase
space holes exhibit various different relationships for
other characteristics. Figure 10~b! ~velocity–amplitude plot!
displays a similar structure to the theoretical and simula

FIG. 9. Characteristics of an electron phase space hole, plotted agains
~equated to a distance behind the Moon! X(RL). Shown here are~a! velocity
along the simulation box,vY (106 ms21), ~b! width, D (lD), ~c! density
about the electron hole,re (cm23), ~d! amplitude,A ~V!.
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electron phase space holes by Saeki and Gemna15 ~described
later!. The structure of Fig. 10~c! shows a region of low
density, occurring at the beginning of the electron pha
space hole’s evolution. The more densely populated reg
above log10(re)'0.65 occurs as the electron hole reach
the ambient solar wind. With other electron holes that spe
longer in the ambient solar wind, this stretches out at c
stant density as their amplitudes decay.

The phase space structure of these electron phase s
holes are shown in Fig. 11. Notice the distinct lack of lo
energy electrons in the hole. The electrons around the h
are trapped in the potential peak and are oscillating back

me

FIG. 10. Characteristics of an electron phase space hole, plotted ag
each other on log–log scales. Shown here are~a! velocity along the simu-
lation box, log10(vY) against density about the electron hole, log10(re), ~b!
velocity along the simulation box, log10(vY) against amplitude, log10(A), ~c!
density about the electron hole, log10(re) against amplitude, log10(A), ~d!
width, log10(D) against amplitude, log10(A).
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 This a
forth ~circling in phase space!. The double peaked electro
density structure is produced since the electron phase s
density is almost constant around the hole, thus resultin
the peaks coinciding with the hole edges and the den
falling significantly in the center. There is another larg
electron phase space hole, just on the edge of this plot.
ion phase space shows a group of ions removed from
bulk of the ions, coinciding with the center of the electr
phase space hole. This is the electron hole’s associated
acoustic soliton. The beam at the top of the ion phase sp
~at vY.106 ms21! does not perturb the local fields or plasm
since its contribution to the total charge and current den
is small, however, some of these ions are being reflected
the positive potential formed by the electron hole.

Many simulations and theoretical models have exami
electron phase space holes16,15 with which the simulated
electron holes can be compared. Saeki and Gemna15 simu-
lated an electron hole with a velocity less than the ion so
speed. There was a background of ions, which interac
with the electron hole, disrupting it in two and generati
coupled states of electron holes and ion-acoustic solito
The electron holes with a velocity above the ion sound sp
do not interact in the same way with the background ions
the lunar wake simulations, the electron phase space h
are traveling at velocities below the ion sound speed, wh
is where the holes are coupled with the ion-acoustic solito
Later on, the velocity has increased above the ion so
speed and therefore the electron holes are not disrupted
ther but continue moving, coupled to the ion-acoustic s
tons, just as in Ref. 15. Different size holes were conside
and theoretical relationships between amplitude and velo
obtained. Measuring the hole phase space area from Fig
gives a size,S'10lDv the . The velocity at this time is
'106 ms21, which gives a Mach number,M54. These mea-
surements give a theoretical maximum potential of about
V which is close to the measured amplitude. This impl
that this model agrees well with the lunar wake simulatio

FIG. 11. Electron and ion phase space@vY(106 ms21) againstY(RL)# of an
electron phase space hole. In order to see the structure, a number of
space plots over a short time have been combined with the electron ho
the same place.
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indicating that these are examples of coupled states of e
tron holes and ion-acoustic solitons. Since a mass ratio
mi /me520 has been used in the simulations, it is not cle
whether such coupled states will be found in reality.

Lynov et al.16 used a slightly modified Bernstein–
Greene–Kruskal~BGK! scheme which assumed the follow
ing form of the potential:

F~X!5F0 sech2~2X/L !, ~14!

where the full width at half amplitude,DX5 ln(11&)L. Fig-
ure 12 shows good agreement between the simulated po
tials ~solid line! compared to their theoretical shape~a
dashed line! ~given the amplitude and width! for four differ-
ent times. The only disagreement is in the width of the p
tential peak. This is due to the measurement of the wid
being the distance between the two electric field stren
peaks, rather than full width at half maximum. Oth
BGK solutions @e.g., F(X)5F0 sech4(2X/L), F(X)
5F0 exp„2(2X/L)2

… and F(X)5F0 exp(2(2X/L)4)# yield
slightly different forms of the potential, which still closely fi
the simulation results.

F. Bump-on-tail instability outside the wake

The electrons that pass right through the wake a
emerge on the other side generate a bump-on-tail distribu
which is unstable. The resulting bump-on-tail distributio
cannot be formed from the sum of two Maxwellians sin
some of the bulk electrons have been moving into the vo
On the beam side of the distribution, the core Maxwelli
has been truncated~see Fig. 4!. Since the core and beam
populations do not overlap, the appropriate dispersion r
tion is that obtained from the cold plasma approximation

vpe
2

v2 1
vpi

2

v2 1
vb

2

~v2kVb!2 51, ~15!

ase
in
FIG. 12. Electric potential about the electron phase space hole struc
~solid line!, compared to the theoretical shape~dashed line!.
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 This a
wherevb is the beam plasma frequency andVb is the beam
velocity. Estimates ofvb'vpe /A7 and Vb'23106 ms21

yield the dispersion relation shown in Fig. 13. The solid li
represents real values of the frequency and the dotted
represents the imaginary part, or the growth rate.

Taking a region of the electric field where the wav
occur, but away from any other disturbances, the disper
relation can be compared with the theoretical one in Fig.
The wavelengths of the fluctuations in the electron den
are l'100 m, which equates to a wavenumberk
'0.063 m21. These waves are purely electrostatic and c
only be easily seen in a section of the simulation, related
the two-stream instability growth in the wake as described
Sec. III D. This does not mean that the waves are o
present in this section, just that they are amplified there.
possible to see very slight fluctuations outside of this sec
in some electron density plots.

Finally, the simulations presented in Ref. 13 were fou
to have a scaling error, outlined in Ref. 14. The ions h
been given a charge;4.5 times greater than they shou
have. This resulted in extra structures forming as descri
in Ref. 14. All the results presented here are from the c
rected simulations.

IV. CONCLUSION

Results from high resolution simulations of the lun
wake have been presented here, fully resolving the elec
phase space dynamics and leading to a more complete
derstanding of the ion phase space dynamics. An analys
the two-stream instability generated by the counter-stream
particle beams from either side of the wake, revealed that

FIG. 13. The dispersion relation of an electron bump-on-tail instability w
an ion background showing real~solid! and imaginary~dotted! parts (Vb

'23106 ms21, vb'vpe /A7!, plotted over the dispersion relation pro
duced from a region of the simulation outside the wake where the wa
occur. The frequencies have been normalized to the electron plasma
quency (vpe).
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instability is largely due to the presence of the count
streaming electrons, rather than the counter-streaming i
as previously thought. By examining the particle densities
detail, peaked structures associated with the propaga
electron phase space holes, generated by the two-stream
stability, have been found. These structures are also evi
in the electric field and electric potential plots. Character
tics of these electron phase space holes have been exam
and found to be in good comparison with previous theor
cal and computational work. An electron bump-on-tail ins
bility has been found just outside the wake, where electr
had passed through the wake and created an unstable d
bution on the other side.

The variations in the IMF are expected to cause sign
cant differences in the structure of the lunar wake. Since
IMF was at an oblique angle and varying in magnitu
throughout the WIND flyby, comparisons with geometrica
simple simulations such as this one are difficult. Therefo
in order to simulate these conditions more closely, hig
dimensional simulations are being undertaken. Comparis
of the simulations have been made and are similar to thos
Ref. 13. The main difference is that a constant electron te
perature was simulated.
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